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Wondershare HD Video Converter is the powerful and easy-to-use High Definition Video
Converter software which can convert between popular video formats (including both High
Definition video formats and Standard Definition video formats). Check all supported
video/audio formats in "Specifications" tab.

Share your HD videos with your friend and family
It's proud to get your ideal video with your HD camcorder. But if you want to share it online, it
will take long time to upload it or just fail to do it, because wrong video format or size limited
by the webisite. Wondershare HD Video Converter can make the video just right for it.

Make a your own unique video show
We never expected to watch repeated or similar video shows. Start to edit video is the first
step to make your video looks differently. You can edit your videos with the editing feature of
Wondershare HD Video Converter. It’s easy to make your own video without spending extra
time to learn from tutorial.

This HD Video Converter for Windows 7 fully supports the latest iPod Nano 5G (with build-in
camera version) and iPod Touch 3G, iPhone OS 3.1.

Key Features

Professional-grade HD Video Converter and excellent SD video converter
Convert HD videos and SD videos without any limitation

Specialized as AVCHD converter

Convert camcorder AVCHD video (M2TS, MTS, M2T) to other HD video or SD video.

Featured as MOD, TOD Converter

Convert Tapeless Camcorder Video MOD (JVC, Panasonic, Canon), TOD (JVC) to AVI, MP4,
WMV etc.

Convert HD videos to SD videos/audios

Perfectly convert HD videos including MTS(AVCHD H.264), M2TS(AVCHD H.264),
TS(MPEG-2 HD), HD MKV(H.264, MPEG-2 HD), HD WMV(VC-1), and HD MOV(H.264,
MPEG-4) to SD (Standard-Definition) videos and audios.

Convert between all standard videos
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Convert between various stand video formats including MP4, MOV, 3GP, AVI, WMV, MKV,
RM, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, FLV, ASF, NSV and more.

Extract audio from videos

Extract audio from HD videos or SD videos to M4A, WMA, WAV, MP3, AAC, AC3, APE,
MKA, OGG, AU, AIFF, FLAC etc.

Powerful video editing
Enjoy your lifestyle video with powerful video editing – Crop, Trim, Adjust effect, Add
Watermark , Add subtitle etc

Crop video

Crop video to your ideal size by removing the black bars of video.

Trim video files

Trim your video files to get your desired video clips.

Adjust video output effect

Make your special video with special output effect like Gray, Emboss, Negative, Old film.

Add Watermark

Add text or image as watermark to personalize your video.

Produce video with subtitle

Add plug-in subtitle in SRT format with .MKV as source file.

Preview video with two real-time preview windows

Two real time preview windows let you compare and get the best video effects out of your
movies.

Customizable output profiles for your every need

Configure an output profile such as Resolution, Frame Rate, Encoder and Bit Rate for every
video or audio conversion you need.

Easy operation and free technical support

Bring you easier operation sample and provide the best and prompt service for you

Easy-to-use

Just a few clicks to finish the conversion without any learn curve.

Prompt technical support

Provide 24 hour's on-line e-mail technical support.
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Auto-update

The auto-check for update ensures you own all the latest functions and better video
conversion experience.

Built-in PSP and iPod transfer tools

Allows you to transfer files between PC and iPod/PSP freely.

System Requirement:

Supported OS     Windows NT4/2000/2003/XP/Vista and Windows 7
Processor     >750MHz Intel or AMD CPU
Free hard disk space     100 MB or more
RAM     256 MB or above
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